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 UK takes in fewer Ukrainians per capita than most of Europe 

Велика Британія приймає менше українців на душу населення, ніж 

більшість країн Європи 

Аналіз офіційних даних Guardian з усього континенту показав, що Велика Британія 

прийняла менше українських біженців на душу населення, ніж усі, крім однієї з 28 

європейських країн. Міністерство внутрішніх справ оцінює кількість українців, які 

прибули до Великобританії станом на 29 травня, в 65 700 осіб, що еквівалентне 

приблизно 10 біженцям на 10 тис. населення. 

 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2022/jun/03/uk-takes-in-fewer-ukrainians-per-capita-

than-most-of-europe 

The UK has taken in fewer Ukrainian refugees per capita than all but one of 28 European 

countries, a Guardian analysis of official figures from across the continent has found. 

Seven million people have fled Ukraine for other European countries since Russia invaded on 24 

February, according to the United Nations high commissioner for refugees (UNHCR). 

The Home Office put the number of Ukrainians who had arrived in the UK as of 29 May at 

65,700 – equivalent to about 10 refugees per 10,000 population. 

As of 11 May, 720,000 Ukrainian refugees had arrived in Germany, which has a population of 

similar size to the UK’s, working out at 87 per 10,000 population. 

France is the only European country with a roughly equivalent per capita figure to the UK’s, 

with just over 57,500 arrivals as of 25 May, or nine refugees per 10,000 population – 

although figures from individual prefectures indicate that 93,000 have now arrived in the 

country, significantly more than the most recently available official figure. 

Some much smaller countries by population, including Austria, the Czech Republic and Bulgaria, 

have admitted many more refugees in both absolute and relative terms, according to their 

governments. Bulgaria, for example, was the initial destination for more than 290,000 people 

fleeing the war, equating to 423 per 10,000 population. 

The countries bordering Ukraine have, as would be expected, admitted many more still: UNHCR 

data shows that a combined 5 million refugees have entered Poland, Romania and Hungary. 

Poland has admitted the highest rate of Ukrainian refugees of any EU country, taking in 957 

refugees per 10,000 population.While it is the case that many refugees move on to other 

countries, and some return to Ukraine – an Austrian official indicated that as many as 80% of 

arrivals had not stayed – the figures highlight the restrictiveness of the UK’s schemes, 

applicants to which are directed to wait for visas to be granted before they travel.The UK’s visa 

schemes have been widely criticised for the lengthy delays experienced by many applicants. 

Hundreds of Ukrainian families have chosen to withdraw their applications to come to the UK 

because of these delays, according to a recent Observer report.Refugee charities have said the 
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sponsorship scheme, called Homes for Ukraine, could be exploited by predatory hosts, though 

the government insists that all hosts are subject to “security and criminal checks”. 

While the Guardian research only considers figures for refugees arriving in each country, the UK 

also fares poorly in comparison with countries that publish only the number of applications for 

protection or asylum. Denmark and Finland, for example, have received roughly twice as many 

applications as the UK visa schemes per capita. 

The UK government’s two Ukraine visa schemes – one for Ukrainians with family in the UK, the 

other a sponsorship-based scheme – were launched in March. The website for the schemes 

shows that 144,000 applications had been received as of 30 May, and 120,000 visas issued. 

However, just over half that figure – 65,700 refugees – had arrived in the UK as of 29 May. A 

Home Office spokesperson said: “65,700 Ukrainians have now arrived safely in the UK through 

our two new Ukraine visa schemes and others have arrived here on other types of visas which 

are not shown in these figures. Together, our uncapped Ukraine family scheme and Homes for 

Ukraine routes are amongst the fastest and biggest visa schemes in UK history. 120,200 visas 

have now been issued, showing the work we’ve done to speed up the process is working and 

improving daily.” They added that European countries may record refugee arrivals differently 

and that the figures were therefore difficult to compare directly. 

The extent to which Ukrainians have been uprooted by the conflict is catastrophic: the 6.8 

million people who have fled the country, combined with the 8 million people displaced 

internally, constitutes more than a third – 36% – of Ukraine’s total population prior to the 

Russian invasion.The Guardian figures represent the numbers of Ukrainian refugees arriving in 

the country or, where these were unavailable, the numbers who have registered as refugees or 

are otherwise recognised by the government as being in the country. It excludes countries that 

have only published figures for the number of applications by Ukrainian refugees for protection 

or asylum – as is the case for Denmark and Finland – and Spain, for which the only published 

figures date from April. 

… we have a small favour to ask. Millions are turning to the Guardian for open, independent, 

quality news every day, and readers in 180 countries around the world now support us 

financially. 

We believe everyone deserves access to information that’s grounded in science and truth, and 

analysis rooted in authority and integrity. That’s why we made a different choice: to keep our 

reporting open for all readers, regardless of where they live or what they can afford to pay. This 

means more people can be better informed, united, and inspired to take meaningful action.In 

these perilous times, a truth-seeking global news organisation like the Guardian is essential. We 

have no shareholders or billionaire owner, meaning our journalism is free from commercial and 

political influence – this makes us different. When it’s never been more important, our 

independence allows us to fearlessly investigate, challenge and expose those in power.  
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